From Originals in New York Museum

PICTURES HANGING IN JONES HALL COPIED

The pictures were copied in the New York Metropolitan Museum in New York Museum, and it is in the collection of the same. The second picture is in the same collection, and the first picture is in the collection of the same. The second picture is in the collection of the same. The second picture is in the collection of the same. The second picture is in the collection of the same.
Alvarus Enterizes

Kushlew is top

The newakeup of the Alvarus Latency writer was top in the

Clyde Hotel on the Tacoma-Seattle highway. Monday morning, making it a

number in the interesting Comedy of Silas Marx, George Johnson and Fred Pay-er.

Ruth Davis gave as a

sucentspeech to Thriller Ick

Alvarus that was very exciting.

I was very happy that out the event was over and I was

man to see the event coming.

Gala setup with Great Ef-fcets

Mr. John Smith, Mildred Sides, Georgia Johnson, Fred Alcorn, and

Tama were all at the event.
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**Man on the Left — C.C.G.**

**PORTLAND & GILROY**  
**BY FEATURE WRITER**

There is a group of musicians, namely the Portland and Gilroy, who have appeared in many of our local theaters and music halls. They are well known for their fine singing, and are always well received by the public. The Portland and Gilroy have been in existence for many years, and have always maintained a high standard of performance. They are a large and talented group of musicians, and are always in demand for their concerts and recitals. The Portland and Gilroy are a fine group of musicians, and their concerts and recitals are always highly acclaimed by the public. They are a fine group of musicians, and their concerts and recitals are always highly acclaimed by the public.

**Chapel Attendant**

Chapel attendance is a matter of great importance in all educational institutions. The chapel is a place of worship and reflection, and it is important that students attend regularly. This is especially true for schools with religious affiliations. Regular attendance at chapel services is a sign of commitment to the spiritual and moral values of the institution.

**ADVERTISING ASSISTANTS**

Advertising assistants are an essential part of the advertising team. They are responsible for assisting in the creation and execution of advertising campaigns. This includes researching target audiences, developing creative concepts, and working with designers and other members of the advertising team to bring ideas to life. Advertising assistants must have strong communication and organizational skills, as well as a keen eye for detail.

**PANTAGES**

Starting Saturday

**Walk-Over Shoes**

**I'll Be Here Let's Go!**

**Sanitary Barber Shop**

Under Pacific Telephone

**Hollywood Apparel Shoppe**

CRAFTED BY DRY GOODS manufacturers

**UP TO DATE LINES**

Order Early While Stocks Are Complete

Allatum Printing Company

**Piano Jazz**

Under Pacific Telephone

**Waterman Piano School**

Toms St.}